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Supergravity tensor calculus in ve spacetime dimensions is derived by dimensional re-
duction from the d = 6 superconformal tensor calculus. In particular, we obtain an o-shell
hypermultiplet in 5D from the on-shell hypermultiplet in 6D. Our tensor calculus still retains
the dilatation gauge symmetry so that it becomes a trivial gauge xing to make the Einstein
term canonical in a general matter-Yang-Mills-supergravity coupled system.
§1. Introduction
Many physicists have recently been studying seriously a revolutionary idea that
our four dimensional world may be a ‘3-brane’ embedded in a higher dimensional
spacetime. This idea will provides us with many new ideas and urges reconsid-
eration on various problems in unication theories; e.g., gauge hierarchy, 1) super-
symmetry breaking, 2); 3) hidden sector, 4) fermion mass hierarchy, 5) cosmology and
astrophysics, 6) and so on.
This idea originally came from the string theory 7) which now has been recognized
as not merely the theory of string but the theory describing the totality of various
dimensional branes. Horava and Witten 8) have introduced this type of idea for the
rst time in their investigation of the strongly-coupled heterotic string theory. They
argued that the low-energy limit is described by eleven dimensional supergravity
compactied on S1=Z2, an interval bounded by orientifold planes, and that a ten-
dimensional E8 super Yang-Mills theory appears on each plane. Regarding one of
the planes as ‘our world’ and the other as ‘hidden’, they gave an interesting proposal
for resolving the discrepancy between the GUT scale and the gravity scale.
As a toy model for more realistic phenomenology in which 6 of the transverse
10 dimensions should be compactied, Mirabelli and Peskin 3) considered a ve di-
mensional super Yang-Mills theory compactied on S1=Z2 and claried how the
supersymmetry breaking occurring on one boundary is communicated to another.
They presented a simple algorithm for coupling the bulk super Yang-Mills theory to
the boundary elds by the help of the o-shell formulations. It is clearly important
to generalize their work to more realistic models in which the bulk is described by
ve dimensional supergravity.
One (presumably, the main) obstacle to this trial has been the lack of the o-shell
formulation of ve dimensional supergravity. It is quite recent that such an o-shell
formulation was rst given by Zucker. 9) In his series of two papers, he gave an almost
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complete supergravity tensor calculus including the 40+40 minimal Weyl multiplet,
Yang-Mills multiplet, linear and nonlinear multiplets, and a invariant action formula
applicable to the linear multiplet. Unfortunately and strangely, however, the most
important matter multiplet in ve dimensions, called hypermultiplet or scalar mul-
tiplet, was missing there. A general system of ve dimensional supergravity should
necessarily contain hypermultiplets. Actually, an explicit form of the action for the
general matter-Yang-Mills system coupled to supergravity would be very important
and useful for phenomenological work as we know from the example of Cremmer et.
al. work 10) on N = 1 d = 4 supergravity theory.
So, in this paper, we present a more complete tensor calculus for 5D supergravity
including, in particular, the hypermultiplet. We derive it by dimensional reduction
from the known d = 6 superconformal tensor calculus which was fully spelled out
in an excellent and elaborate paper by Bergshoe, Sezgin and Van Proeyen, 11) re-
ferred to as BSVP, henceforth. The advantages of this dimensional reduction are two
fold: One is obviously that we need not repeat the trial-and-error method to nd the
multiplet members and their transformation laws. Everything is in principle straight-
forward and we can use all the formulas known in 6D. Secondly, the supergravity
structure like supersymmetry transformation laws is actually simpler in 6D than in
5D because of its larger symmetry. Knowing the relations of covariant derivatives
and curvatures between 5D and 6D theories, we can obtain deeper understanding
on the group structure of 5D supergravity. (Even in other applications than merely
obtaining 5D tensor calculus, such a knowledge may become useful.) Moreover we
can inherit the advantage of superconformal symmetry of the starting 6D theory.
Indeed, we retain the dilatation gauge symmetry also in our 5D tensor calculus and
it will make it a trivial gauge-xing to render the Einstein-Rarita-Schwinger term
canonical. 12)
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In x2, we explain in some detail
the dimensional reduction procedure to obtain our 5D supergravity tensor calculus
from BSVP’s 6D superconformal one. We also present there some general discus-
sion on the covariant derivatives and curvatures which applies both to supergravity
and superconformal theories and turns out to be very useful. Based on this, the
transformation law is derived for the 40+40 minimal Weyl multiplet in 5D. Then
the transformation laws of Yang-Mills, linear and nonlinear multiplets can be found
straightforwardly as given in x3. However, we need some device to obtain an o-shell
hypermultiplet in 5D from the 6D one which exists only as an on-shell multiplet. As
explained in x4, we make it o-shell in our reduction procedure by a method similar
to the one known in d = 4 case. 13) The invariant action formulas for the kinetic
terms as well as mass terms for such o-shell hypermultiplets are also derived there.
Other invariant action formulas and some embedding formulas are given in x5. The
nal section is devoted to summary and discussions.
We here note that we adopt the metric ab = diag(+;−;−;    ;−) which is
dierent from BSVP’s but we think is more familiar to phenomenologists. Our
notations and conventions are explained in Appendix A where some useful formulas
are also given. The results of the 6D superconformal tensor calculus by BSVP which
we need in this paper are briefly summarized in Appendix B.
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§2. Dimensional reduction and 5D Weyl multiplet
2.1. Dimensional reduction and gauge-xing
Our starting point is the superconformal tensor calculus in d = 6 dimensions
given by BSVP 11) and recapitulated in Appendix B. The superconformal group in
six dimensions is OSp(6; 2j1) ’ OSp(4j1;H) which has the generators
Pa; Mab; Uij ; D; Ka; Qi; Si; (2.1)
where a; b;    are tangent vector indices,  is a spinor index, and i; j;    = 1; 2
are SU(2) indices. Pa; Mab are the usual Poincare generators, Uij is the SU(2)
generators, D the dilatation, Ka the special conformal boost, while Qi is the su-
persymmetry and Si is the conformal supersymmetry, both of which are SU(2)-
Majorana-Weyl spinors. The gauge elds corresponding to these generators are
e a; ! 













The local superconformal algebra in d = 6 can only be realized by adding a






become dependent elds by a set of constraints imposed on the curva-
tures. After all the algebra is realized on the following set of 40 Bose plus 40 Fermi
elds, called minimal Weyl multiplet:
e a; V
ij





where the last three elds, an anti-selfdual tensor T−abc, an SU(2)-Majorana-Weyl
spinor i and a scalar D, are the added ‘matter multiplet’.
We generally attach underlines to the quantities in 6 dimensions when necessary
to distinguish them from those in 5 dimensions. In particular, the Lorentz index is
a = (a; 5) and the world vector index is  = (; z); we use z to denote both the
fth spatial direction and the coordinate itself, x = (x; xz = z), since we must
distinguish the curved index fth spatial components vz  v=5 from the flat index
one v5  va=5.
We now perform the ‘trivial’ dimensional reduction from 6 to 5 dimensions by
simply letting all the elds and local transformation parameters be independent of
the fth spatial coordinate z. As in the usual procedure, 14) we x the o-diagonal
local Lorentz Ma5 gauge by setting e az = 0, and then the sechsbein e
a
















a = −ea A





As is well-known since Kaluza and Klein, the eld A appearing in the o
diagonal element e 5 becomes a U(1) gauge eld which we call ‘gravi-photon’. Under
the general coordinate (GC) transformation GC() in 6d with the transformation
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parameter  = (; z) taken to be z-independent, any eld with a world vector
index (e.g., gauge elds) h = (h ; h z) transforms as
GC(
)h  = @
  h  + @h  = GC()h  + @z  h z; (2.5)
GC(
)h z = 
@h z = GC(
)h z; (2.6)
where GC() is the GC transformation in 5d. For the gravi-photon A = e 5e z5 , in
particular, we have
GC(
)A = GC()A + @z; (2.7)
showing that A actually transforms as the U(1) gauge eld for the transformation
parameter z. The discrepancy between the 6D and 5D GC transformations on the
other vector elds h , the second term @z h z in Eq. (2.5), can thus be eliminated
by redening the eld as
h  h  −Ah z (2.8)
which we, therefore, identify with the vector (or gauge) eld in 5D. But we note that
this identication rule can be rephrased into a simpler rule: 14) Any elds with flat
(local Lorentz) indices alone are the same between 6D and 5D. Indeed, if converted
into flat indices, we have h a = eah  + ezh z = ea(h  − Ah z) = eah = ha. We
hence adopt this rule throughout in our dimensional reduction. So we can omit the
distinction underlines for the elds with flat indices alone. The z-component h z is
just a scalar in 5D and may be denoted hz without underlines. For the elds with
upper curved vector indices, we have h  = h, h z = h5 −Aaha.
Now the 6D GC transformation GC(), which appears in the supersymmetry
transformation commutator [ Q("1);  Q("2)] with  = 2i"1γ"2, reduces to the 5D
one GC() plus the U(1) gauge transformation Z(z), which acts only on the
gravi-photon eld A among the gauge elds as
Z()A = @: (2.9)
Later we shall identify this transformation Z() with the central charge transforma-
tion acting on the hypermultiplet elds, which is originally the fth spatial derivative
@z in their supersymmetry transformation law in 6D.
The spinor elds in 6D superconformal theory are all SU(2)-Majorana-Weyl
spinor  i satisfying simultaneously the SU(2)-Majorana condition
 i  ( i)yγ0 = ( i)TC; (2.10)
and the Weyl condition
γ
7
 i =  i; (2.11)
where γa and C are 8 8 Dirac gamma and charge conjugation matrices in 6D, and
γ
7
 −γ0γ1    γ5. To make contact with the 4-component spinors in 5D, we can
take the following representation of the 6D gamma matrices γa given in terms of the
5D 4 4 ones γa satisfying γ0γ1γ2γ3γ4 = 1:

γa = γa ⊗ 1 for a = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4
γ5 = 14 ⊗ i2
γ
7
= −γ0γ1    γ5 = 14 ⊗ 3
: (2.12)
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The charge conjugation matrix C in 6D is given by the 5D one C as
C = C ⊗ i2: (2.13)












and both  i are now the 4-component SU(2)-Majorana spinors in 5D satisfying
 i  ( i)yγ0 = ( i)TC: (2.15)
Thus the spinors appearing in 5D are all this SU(2)-Majorana spinor and we gener-
ally use the same symbols to denote the spinors in 5D as those in BSVP, although
they are actually related by Eq. (2.14).
In going down to 5 dimensions by setting e az = 0, it turns out to be simpler to x
also the conformal S and K gauge symmetries, by taking the following gauge-xing
conditions:
Ma5 : e az = 0; S
i :  i5 = 0;
Ka : b − −1@ = 0; K5 : b5 = 0: (2.16)
The S gauge  i5 = 0, implying also  z = e
5
z  5 = 0, is chosen so as to make the
condition e az = 0 invariant under the supersymmetry transformation,  Q(")e az =
−2i"γa z. Note that this gauge also implies the Q-invariance of the scalar eld
  (e 5z )−1 = e z5 . Moreover, the Ka gauge b = −1@ is chosen so as to make 
also covariantly constant D^ = @− b = 0 in the reduced 5D theory as we shall
see shortly. Thanks to these two properties, the eld  carrying Weyl weight w = 1
can be treated as if it were a constant and is freely used to adjust the Weyl weights
of any quantities to arbitrary desired values. We, however, keep the dilatation gauge
symmetry un-xed since it becomes useful later when we make the Einstein-Hilbert
and Rarita-Schwinger term in the action into the canonical form. We here note that
the extraneous components ! a5 and ! 5ab of the spin connection ! ab given by
Eq. (B.2) now take the following simple form under this gauge-xing conditions:
ea!
b5 = !5ab = − 12 F^ ab(A); !5a5 = 0; (2.17)
where F^(A) is the supercovariantized eld strength of the gravi-photon:
F^(A) = F(A)− 2i    ; F(A) = 2@[A]: (2.18)
Here a summary of the 5D eld contents and their notation may be in order:
The elds we are now treating all come from the 40+40 Weyl multiplet (2.3) in 6D
and we also call them 5D Weyl multiplet. Since  5 and b are eliminated by the







; V ij !
{
V ij




T−abc ! vab  −T−ab5 + 14 F^ab(A); i ! i; D ! D; (2.19)
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Table I. Weyl multiplet in 5D
eld type restrictions SU(2) Weyl-weight
eµ
a boson fu¨nfbein 1 −1
 iµ fermion SU(2)-Majorana 2 − 12




µ = −V µij 3 0





 boson ‘dilaton’  = ez5 1 1
tij boson tij = tji = −tij (= −V ij5 ) 3 1
vab boson vab = −T−ab5 + 14 F^ab(A) 1 1
~i fermion SU(2)-Majorana 2
3
2
C boson real 1 2
dependent gauge elds
bµ boson D gauge eld bµ = 
−1@µ 1 0
!µ
ab boson spin connection 1 0
The RHSs of the arrow, ea; A; ; V ij ; tij;  i; vab; i; D, denote our 5D elds.
The elds tij and vab are dened to be particular combinations of the elds in order
to simplify the expressions of the supersymmetry transformation in 5D. In the same
sense, it will turn out to be convenient to use the following spinor eld ~i and scalar










R^(M) + 15v v − 9
82
F^ (A)F^ (A)− 30tijtji): (2.20)
The R^abi(Q) and R^(M) are the curvatures in 5D theory discussed in detail below.
The members of the 5D Weyl multiplet are listed in Table I.
Supersymmetry transformation in 5D is found as follows. The S and Ka gauge-
xing conditions in (2.16) are not invariant under the original Q transformation
 Q(") in 6D. The deviations of  Q(") i5 and  Q(")(b−−1@) from zero of course
can be transformed back to zero by a suitable S and Ka gauge transformations.
Thus the following combined transformation of Q, S and K is found to leave those
conditions intact and can be dened to give the supersymmetry transformation Q(")
in 5D:




(")i = − 1
16
γ F^ (A)"i − 1
4
γ v"i − tij"j










Note that the spinors in these expressions and the following are already written in
the notation of the 5D 4-component spinor dened in the RHS of Eq. (2.14).
Now it is straightforward to obtain the supersymmetry transformation laws of
the Weyl multiplet in 5D from superconformal transformation laws (B.3) in 6D by
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using Eq. (2.21). Before doing that, however, it is better to dene the covariant
derivatives and to derive the relations between curvatures in 6D and 5D since they
appear in the supersymmetry transformation laws.
2.2. Covariant derivative and curvatures
We now give a bit general discussion on the curvatures in supergravity (Cf.
Refs.15), 16)). Let fXA¯g denote a set of local transformation operators acting on
the elds , "A¯XA¯ = A¯("), and satisfy a graded algebra
[XA¯; XB¯g = fA¯B¯C¯XC : (2.23)
fA¯B¯
C¯ here in general depends on the elds and we call it structure function. In the
(Poincare or conformal) supergravity theory, the fXA¯g contains the ‘translation’ Pa
which plays a special role. The transformation operators other than Pa is denoted
XA with indexA without bar. Let us now introduce two kind of covariant derivatives,
excluding or including Pa covariantization:
D^  @− hAXA; r  @− hA¯XA¯ = D^− eaPa: (2.24)
where hA¯ are gauge elds and the sum over the repeated indices A or A are implied.
r is the ‘usual’ covariant derivative fully covariant with respect to all the gauge
transformations, while D^ is the covariant derivative adopted in supergravity. Then,
as in the Yang-Mills theory, the demand of the covariance of the ‘usual’ one r,
XA¯(r) = r(XA¯), determines the transformation law of the gauge elds as
"A¯XA¯h
A¯
  (")hA¯ = @"A¯ + "C¯hB¯ fB¯C¯ A¯; (2.25)
and the commutator of r denes the curvature tensors RA¯ in the form:
[r; r ] = −RA¯XA¯ ! RA¯  2@[hA¯] − hC¯ hB¯ fB¯C¯ A¯: (2.26)
Now the particular feature of supergravity resides in the demand that the ‘usual’
covariant derivative r vanish on any matter elds  carrying flat indices alone:
r = 0 ! D^ = eaPa: (2.27)
In supergravity, thus, the only meaningful covariant derivative is D^, whose flat index
version D^a = ea D^ turns to give the meaning to the ‘translation’ transformation Pa.
This demand (2.27) can be imposed if and only if
[r; r ] = 0 ! RA¯ = 0 (2.28)
is satised. The curvature in supergravity, R^abA¯, is dened via the flat D^a by
[D^a; D^b] = −R^abA¯XA¯: (2.29)
Without doing cumbersome computations going back to the original denition of
D^a, we can immediately nd the following simple expression for this curvature:
R^





] − hC¯ hB¯ f 0¯BC¯A¯; (2.30)
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where a prime on the structure function indicates that the [Pa; Pb] commutator
parts fabA¯ are excluded from the sum. The rst equality follows from the relation
D^a = Pa holding on any flat-indexed elds ,
−R^abA¯ = [D^a; D^b]A¯ = [Pa;Pb]A¯ = fabA¯; (2.31)
and the second equality from RA¯ = 0 and Eq. (2.26). Conversely, if R^A¯ is dened
by Eq. (2.30), then Eq. (2.29) follows, of course, and can be used as a convenient
formula. Another convenient formula also follows immediately from [XA; D^a] =
[XA;Pa] = fAaB¯XB¯ for the transformation (")  "AXA not including Pa:
(")D^a = "AD^a(XA) + "AfAaB¯XB¯ : (2.32)
Using the Jacobi identity [X; [D^a; D^b] ] + (permutations) = 0 and additional
information that fabc = −R^abc(P ) = 0 and faBc = const. generally in supergravity,
we can obtain the following Bianchi identities; for X = Pc, we have
D^[aR^bc]A = −R^[abBfc]BA; (2.33)
R^[ab
Afc]A
d = 0; (2.34)
and for X = XA and (")  "AXA, we obtain






Finally in this general discussion, we add a remark on the meaning of P transfor-
mation P () = aPa on the gauge elds hA¯ . The GC transformation of hA¯ given in














Comparing with P () = aD^a = (@ − ahBa XB) for the flat quantity , the
simple derivative term @ is replaced by the GC transformation GC() here. So
this replacement @ ! GC() should be generally understood in aD^a if acting
on the quantities with curved indices. This is a general rule because the vielbein
ea obey it and the conversion of flat indices into curved ones is performed by the
vielbein.
The discussion up to here is general and applies, in particular, both to the
present 6D superconformal theory and the 5D supergravity which we shall obtain
from it. Again, for distinction between them, we write the covariant derivative and
the curvatures in 6D with underlines as D^ a and R^ abA, while those in 5D as D^a and
R^abA.
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To nd relations between R^ abA and R^abA by using the formula (2.29), we rst
need the relation between the covariant derivatives D^ a and D^a. Note that, in the
5D reduced theory, the transformations fXA¯g are only
Pa; Mab; Uij ; D; Qi; Z; (2.38)
namely Ma5; Si; Ka disappeared from those in 6D superconformal theory in
Eq. (2.1). Using the denition (2.24) of the covariant derivative and noting also the
relation (2.21) of the Q transformations in 5D and 6D, we nd
D^a = D^a − Mb5(!ab5)− S(ia − ( a)i)− Kb(fab − bK( a))
D^5 = Z() − M (!5ab) + U (tij)− S(i5)− Ka(f5a)− G(W5): (2.39)
Note here that the fth spatial derivative @z in D^ b has been identied with the
central charge transformation Z, so that D^5 contains ez5@z ! Z = Z() and D^a
also contains ea@ + eza@z = @a−AaZ. This identication @z = Z is literally true on
the hypermultiplet which we shall discuss later, and, moreover, it is also consistent
with the previous central charge term Z(z)A = @z which appeared as a part of
6D GC transformation of gravi-photon A in Eq. (2.7). Actually, as remarked above,
the derivative term z@z in the covariant derivative zD^ z should be understood
as GC transformation  GC(z) on the gauge elds and, on A, it indeed yielded
 GC(z)A = @z. This explain the reason why the gravi-photon is identied with
the gauge eld corresponding to the central charge of the hypermultiplet. Note also
that if Yang-Mills elds W  with gauge group G are coupled to the system we should
also include G-covariantization in D^a, so that D^a contains −G(Wa) implicitly and
D^5 contains −G(W5) as written explicitly in the last term.
Using these relations (2.39) and the formula (2.29) we obtain equations like
R^ab = [D^b; D^a] = [D^ b +    ; D^ a +   ] = R^ ab +    ;
0 = [D^a; Z()] = [D^ a +    ; D^ 5 +   ] = R^ 5a +    : (2.40)
The commutativity of the central charge with D^a in the second equation means the
UZ(1)-covariance of the latter and should hold as a result of the identication @z = Z
on the hypermultiplet. (Conrming it directly on the gauge elds is also easy.) We
can obtain various relations from these equations (2.40) by comparing the coecients
of each generators XA on both sides. For example, the terms proportional to the
central charge Z in the rst equation yields
F^ab(A) = −2![ab]5; (2.41)
where R^(Z) is denoted by more popular notation F^(A). The terms proportional
to Pa and Z in the second equation give, respectively,
!a5
b = !5ab; !5a5 = 0: (2.42)
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γ F^ (A) ia + tij ja + 14γ v ia + ia + γai5
= fia − i( a)g+ γai5
R^ab
i(Q) = R^abi(Q)− 2γ[afb] − i( b])g
R^ab
cd(M) = R^abcd(M)− 122 F^ab(A)F^ cd(A)− 122 F^[a[c(A)F^b]d](A)
+8ff[a[c − [cK( [a)geb]d]
R^5a
b5(M) = − 1
42




ij(U) = R^abij(U)− 1 F^ab(A)tij : (2.43)










a − aK( a) + f55 = 120R^(M) + 1802 F^ (A)2 − 140D (2.44)
R^ab(M)  R^accb(M); R^(M)  R^aa(M) (2.45)
2.3. Supersymmetry transformation law of the Weyl multiplet
The commutation relation for the 5D supersymmetry transformation Q(") given
in Eq. (2.21) is now easily found from the superconformal algebra (B.6) in 6D by
the help of the relations (2.39) of covariant derivatives:
[Q("1); Q("2)] = aD^a + Z(5) + M ( 15F^ (A)ab + abcdvcd + 2ijabtij)
+U (−35tij − 12ijabF^ (A)ab − 2ijabvab); (2.46)
where
a  2i"1γa"2; 5  −2i"1"2; abcd  2i"1γabcd"2; ijab  2i"(i1 γab"j)2 : (2.47)
If we use the relations (2.39) and (2.43), it is now straightforward (although
tedious) to obtain the following supersymmetry transformation law for our Weyl
multiplet in 5D; under  = Q(")
e
a = −2i"γa ;
A = 2i" ;
 i = D"i + 12γab"ivab + 12γa"iF^ (A)a + γ"jtij;
V ij = −4i"(iγ ~j) − 2i"(iγaRaj)(Q)
+ i

"(iγ F^ (A) j) + 4i"(iγ v j) − 6i" tij;
tij = 4i"(i ~j);
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vab = i4 "γabcdR^cd(Q)− 2i"γab ~;
~i = − 1
2






C = −2i" /^D ~+ 22i"i ~jtij − 3i"γ v ~− i"iγabR^abj(Q)tij ;
!
ab = −2i"γ[aR^b](Q)− i"γR^ab(Q)
+ 2i

" F^ ab(A)− 2i"γabcd vcd − 4i"iγab jtij : (2.48)
Here the ~i and C are the redened eld from i and D in Eq. (2.20), and the trans-
formation law of the spin connection has been also cited although it is a dependent
eld given by (from Eq. (B.2))
! ab = !
0 ab
 + i(2  γ
[a b] +  aγ b)− 2e [a −1@b]: (2.49)
When deriving these transformation laws, one needs the following transformation
laws of curvature tensors, which follow from Eq. (2.35),
F^ab(A) = 2i"R^ab(Q)
R^(M) = 4i"D^aγbR^ab(Q) + 4i"γabcdR^ab(Q)vcd + 4i"γabR^bc(Q)vca;
+ 2i

"γabR^bc(Q)F^ ca(A)− 4i "R^ab(Q)F^ ab(A) + 8i"iγabR^abj(Q)tij ;
 γabR^abi(Q) = 2D^aγ vγa"i − 10γa"iD^bvab − 1γa"iD^bF^ab(A) + 8 /^Dtij"j
+2γabcd"iTabTcd − 582 γabcd"iF^ab(A)F^cd(A) + 4γab"iF^ac(A)Tbc
−12γ vtij"j − 6γ F^ (A)tij"j − γ R^ij(U)"j
−( 1
2
R^(M)− 6v v + 1
22
F^ (A)F^ (A) + 20tijtji)"i; (2.50)
and also the Bianchi identities following from Eq. (2.33):





D^[aF^bc](A) = 0: (2.51)
We will not need the explicit expressions for our 5D curvatures in this paper,
but we cite them for convenience of the reader:
F^(A) = 2@[A] − 2i   
R^i(Q) = 2D[ i] + γab[ i]vab − 1γa i[F^]a(A) + 2γ[ 
j
]tij




ab(A) + 2i  [γ










 (i[γ F^ (A) 
j)











D + 4(faa − aK( a) + f55)
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Table II. Matter multiplets in 5D
eld type restrictions SU(2) Weyl-weight
Vector multiplet
Wµ boson real gauge eld 1 0
M boson real, M = −W5 1 1




ij = Y ji = −Y ij 3 2
Linear multiplet
Lij boson Lij = Lji = −(Lij) 3 3
i fermion SU(2)-Majorana 2
7
2
Ea boson real, constrained by (3.6) 1 4





 = −iα 2 0
i fermion SU(2)-Majorana 2
1
2
Va boson real 1 1
V5 boson real 1 1
Hypermultiplet
Aαi boson Aiα = "ijAβj βα = −(Aαi ) 2 32
α fermion α  (α)yγ0 = αTC 1 2
Fαi boson F iα = −(Fαi ) 2 52




F^ (A)2 − v v + 2tijtji: (2.53)
§3. Transformation laws of matter multiplets in 5D
Now it is straightforward to derive the supersymmetry transformation rules for
the matter multiplets in 5 dimensions from the superconformal ones in 6D given by
BSVP, which are summarized in Appendix B. We can simply apply the formulas
(2.21) and (2.39) for our supersymmetry transformation Q(") and covariant deriva-
tive D^.
In the following we omit the explicit expressions for the covariant derivatives
D^ on various elds , for saving space. In our 5D calculus it reads
D^ = D− Q( );
D =
(
@ − M (!ab )− U (V ij )− D(−1@)− Z(A)− G(W)
)
; (3.1)
where D is covariant only with respect to homogeneous transformations Mab; Uij ,
D; Z and G (Yang-Mills gauge transformation). The transformation rules under
such homogeneous transformations are obvious and the same as explained in (B.4)
for the 6D case. The supersymmetry transformation rules are explicitly given below
for all the elds so that the covariant derivatives D^ will be clear.
3.1. The vector multiplet
The vector multiplet in 5D derived from the 6D one consists of the elds shown in
Table (II), where a real scalar M comes from the fth spatial component of 6D vector,
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M  −W5 = −−1Wz. Note that it carries Weyl-weight w = 1 since w() = −1
and w(W) = 0. As in 6D, all the component elds are Lie-algebra valued, e.g., M
is a matrix M = MA(tA) where tA are (anti-hermitian) generators of the gauge
group G. The Q transformation rules are found to be
W = −2i"γΩ + 2i" M
M = 2i"Ω
Ωi = − 1
4
γ G(W )"i − 1
2
γa"iD^aM − Y ij"j
Y ij = 2i"(i /^DΩj) − i"(iγ vΩj) + 2i"(iΩktj)k + 4i"Ωtij − 2ig"(iMΩj); (3.2)
where Gab(W ) is the following combination of the supercovariant eld strength
F^ab(W ) of W and that of gravi-photon:
Gab(W )  F^ab(W )− 1MF^ab(A); (3.3)
which is actually the eld strength F^ ab(W ) in 6D. The gauge groupG can be regarded
as a sub-group of the super group, and the above transformation law of the gauge
eld W tells us the additional structure functions fPQG; fQQG. For example the
transformation law of this mixed eld strength can be obtained easily by (2.35):




c(A)− 4i"iγabΩjtij : (3.4)
3.2. The linear multiplet
The linear multiplet consists of the components shown in Table (II) and may
generally carry non-Abelian charge of a gauge Group G. A point which should be
noted in the reduction in this case is that, for the convenience in constructing actions
later, we have lowered the Weyl weight of this multiplet in 5D by one from that in
6D by multiplying −1 on each component eld.
The Q transformation rules read:
Lij = 2i"(i’j)






γ F^ (A)"jLij + 2γ v"jLij
Ea = 2i"γabD^b’− i "γabc’F^ (A)bc + i "γb’F^ (A)ab − 2i"γabc’vbc + 6i"γb’vab
−8i"iγa’jtij + 2i"iγabcR^bcj(Q)Lij
+2ig"γaM’− 4ig"iγaΩjLij
N = −2i" /^D’− 3i"γ v’ − 2i"iγabR^abj(Q)Lij
−10i"i’jtij + 4ig"iΩjLij : (3.5)
This multiplet apparently contains 9 Bose plus 8 Fermi elds. So closure of the
algebra requires the following Q-invariant constraint, which also follows directly
from that in 6D:
D^aEa + i ’γabR^ab(Q) + gMN + 4ig Ω’+ 2gY ijLij = 0: (3.6)
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When the linear multiplet carries no gauge-group charges (i.e., g = 0 in the
above transformation law), this constraint (3.6) can be solved with respect to Ea.
Indeed, the constraint can be rewritten into the form e−1@(eV ) = 0 with
V   eaEa + 2i  γ’+ 2i  iγ jLij: (3.7)
So there exists an antisymmetric tensor gauge eld E which is a tensor-density
and possesses an additional gauge symmetry E = @():
eV  = −@9E ! Ea = −e−1eaD^E ; (3.8)
where D^E is dened by
D^E = @E + 2ie  γ’+ 2ie  iγ jLij: (3.9)
Because of the covariance of Ea, the Q transformation law of E must take the
following form, in accordance also with a direct check:
E = −2ie"γ’− 4ie"iγ jLij: (3.10)
3.3. The nonlinear multiplet
The nonlinear multiplet is a multiplet whose component elds are transformed
nonlinearly. The component elds are also shown in Table (II). The rst component
i carries an additional gauge-group SU(2) index  (= 1; 2) as well as the supercon-
formal SU(2) index i. The index  is also raised and lowered by using the invariant
tensors " and " :
i = 
i; "
γ"γ = : (3.11)












The Q transformation laws of the nonlinear multiplet are
i = 2i"
(ij)j
i = −i /^Dj "j + 12γaVa"i − 12V5"i
− i
2
γa"jiγaj − i2"jij − i8γab"iγab
+ 1
4
γ F^ (A)"i + γ v"i + 3tij"j + gM ij "j
Va = 2i"γabD^b− i2 "γabcF^ (A)bc + 2i"γbvab
−i"γaγ V − i"γaV5 − 2i"iγai /^Dj j − 4ig"iγaΩjji
+4i"γa ~− i"γaγbcR^bc(Q)− 2i"iγajtij − 2ig"iγajM ij
V5 = 2i" /^D− i2 "γ F^ (A)− i"γabR^ab(Q) + 4i"~
−i"γ V − i"V5 + i"γ v− 2i"ii /^Dj j
−2ig"ijM ij − 4ig"iΩjji : (3.13)
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As in the linear multiplet case, the nonlinear multiplet also needs the following Q-
invariant constraint for the closure of the algebra:
2C + D^aV a + 2i /^D+ D^aiD^ai − 12V aVa + 12V 25
+ 8i~− iγabR^ab(Q)− i2 γ F^ (A)+ iγ v+ 2iii /^Dj j
− 2gYijij − 8igiΩjji + 2igijM ij
+ tijtji − 2gMtiji j + g2M M = 0: (3.14)
§4. Hypermultiplet
4.1. O-shell hypermultiplet
The hypermultiplet consisting of a boson Ai and a fermion  in 6D, is an on-
shell multiplet; namely, the supersymmetry algebra closes only when it satises the
equations of motion. When we go down to 5D, we can make it an o-shell multiplet.
The procedure is essentially identical with the one known in 4D case. 17); 13) The only
dierence is that the necessary UZ(1) gauge multiplet is not added by hand but is
automatically built-in in our case as gravi-photon eld A.
Explicitly we proceed as follows: In the original supersymmetry transforma-
tion law (B.15) of the hypermultiplet in 6D, we rst make all the Weyl multiplet
and transformation parameters z-independent while keeping only the hypermultiplet
members z-dependent. Even at this stage, clearly, we still have the same form of su-
persymmetry algebra as the 6D original one (B.16), in which Γ is the non-closure
function on  given in (B.17) but, as shown in Eq. (B.18), Γ still closes under
the superconformal transformations together with Ci also dened in (B.17). We
note that, in deriving these transformation laws, the only property required for @z
is that it commutes with all the other transformations XA. Therefore, even if the
fth spatial derivative @z is replaced by the central charge transformation Z every-
where in these, exactly the same form of transformation laws will hold provided that
Z is really a central charge. At this stage, the 6D supersymmetry transformation
becomes





; (" = "(x) : z-independent): (4.1)
But, then, the conditions Γj@z!Z = 0 and Ci j@z!Z = 0 are no longer the on-shell
conditions but become merely dening equations for the central-charge transforma-
tions Z and Z(ZAi ) in terms of the other elds. Since the ‘on-shell condition’
Ci = 0 for the boson Ai was second order in @z, there appears no constraint on the
rst central charge transformation ZAi , so that it denes an auxiliary eld
Fi  ZAi ; (4.2)
which is necessary for closing the algebra o-shell and balancing the numbers of
boson and fermion degrees of freedom. The factor of ‘dilaton’  is put for adjusting
the Weyl weight of Fi so as to have w(Fi )− w(Ai ) = 1, for convenience.
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The superconformal transformation XA of Fi can be found by the requirement
that Z commute with all XA as XAFi = Z(XAAi ). This guarantees the central
charge property [Z; XA] = 0 on Ai . This property holds also on  and Fi if
their central-charge transformations Z and ZFi = Z(ZAi ) are dened by
Γj@z!Z = 0 and Ci j@z!Z = 0 as above. This is so because the set of conditions
Γ = 0 and Ci = 0 is invariant under the superconformal transformations. For later
convenience, we note that Γ contains two @z terms −iγz@z − γaγz(@zAj ) ja so




Γ − γaγz(−1Fj − @zAj ) ja
)
+ @z: (4.3)
Next we x the gauges of Ma5, Si and Ka as done before, then the super-
symmetry transformation Q(") in 5D is given by Eq. (2.21) where  Q(") is the 6D
supersymmetry transformation with @z replaced by Z, (4.1). The relations of the
covariant derivatives in 6D and 5D are given exactly by Eq. (2.39). Here also, it is
convenient to lower the Weyl weight of the hypermultiplet in 5D by 1=2 from that
in 6D by multiplying −1=2 on each component. Doing this, the Weyl weights of the
hypermultiplet members become as shown in Table II.
The supersymmetry transformation law for the 5D hypermultiplet determined
this way is given by
Ai = 2i"i
 = − /^DAi"i + F i"i + 3tij"iAj + gM"iAi + 14γ F^ (A)"iAi + γ v"iAi
F i = −2i"i
(
/^D − 14γ F^ (A) + 12γ v − 12AiγabR^abi(Q)
+2Ai ~i − gM + 2gΩiAi
)
(4.4)
The central charge transformation law is:
Z()Ai = F i
Z() = −
(
/^D − 14γ F^ (A) + 12γ v − 12AiγabR^abi(Q)
+ 2Ai ~i − gM + 2gΩiAi
)
Z()F i = 
(
(D^aD^a − C)Ai + 4i ~i − 4ig Ωi − 2gY ijAi − tijtjkAk
+2gtijMAj − g2MMγAiγ − 2tijF j + 2gMF i
)
: (4.5)
One should note that the covariant derivatives D^a here as well as in (4.4) contain
also the covariantization term −Z(Aa) with respect to the central charge, so that
these denitions of Z() and Z()F i by the second and third equations of (4.5)
are recursive. But they can easily be solved algebraically; for instance, the second
equation gives
Z() = − + /A
2 −A2
(
/^D0 − 14γ F^ (A) + 12γ v − 12AiγabR^abi(Q)
+2Ai ~i − gM + 2gΩiAi
)
; (4.6)
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where D^0a denotes covariant derivative with −Z(Aa) term omitted.
4.2. Hypermultiplet Action
Note that we did not actually have to throw away the z-dependence of the
hypermultiplet in the above 5D supersymmetry transformation. If z is retained,
it merely represents a continuous label of an innite number of copies of the 5D
hypermultiplets which transform in the same way with one another.







Ai dCi + 2( − i  iγAi )dΓ
}
; (4.7)
so that the equations of motion give the desired ‘on-shell’ conditions Γ = Ci = 0,
where e6 is the determinant of the sechsbein and d is a G-invariant tensor. This
action is fully invariant under the original superconformal transformation in 6D.
Here in the action, let us take all the Weyl multiplet (and transformation pa-
rameters) z-independent while keeping the hypermultiplet z-dependent and the Ci
and Γ to be the original ones in which @z are not replaced by Z. Then, the action
represents an action for the innite copies of 5D hypermultiplets labeled by z, but,
of course, is not invariant under the above 6D supersymmetry transformation  Q(")
with @z replaced by Z, since, for instance, it contains no auxiliary eld Fi . However,
we can make it invariant by a small modication as follows.
From the experience in the global supersymmetric theory, we expect that that the
quadratic term @zAi d@zAi should not appear in the action and that the auxiliary
eld Fi should appear as a replacement of @zAi . So we are led to trying the
following action (before doing the overall rescaling of hypermultiplet by factor −1=2):






−e6gzz(−1Fi − @zAi )d(−1F i − @zAi)
}
: (4.8)
Indeed, then the added quadratic term in −1Fi −@zAi exactly cancel the quadratic
term +e6gzz@zAi d@zAi which is contained in the rst term e6Ai dCi in S0 after a
partial integration. To show that this action S is indeed invariant under the the above
supersymmetry transformation  Q(") (4.1), we note that  Q(") transformations of
~Fi  −1Fi − @zAi = (Z − @z)Ai and e6gzz are given by
 Q(") ~Fi = 2"i(Z − @z) = −2i(gzz)−1"iγz(Γ − γaγz ja ~Fj )
 Q(")(e6g
zz) = −2ie6gzz "γa a + 4ie6"γz z = 2ie6"γzγaγz a; (4.9)
and that the dierence of the above  Q(") transformation and the original 6D su-
persymmetry transformation  org:Q (") exists only on the 
 eld:
 Q(") = 
org:
Q (") + 
0
Q(");
0(") = iγz"i ~Fi ; 0(")Ai = 0; 0(")(Weyl multiplet) = 0: (4.10)
If we use these equations as well as the original action invariance  org:Q (")S0 = 0
and S0= = 4e6d Γ, we can immediately conrm the invariance of the action
Eq. (4.8) under  Q("). Use has also been made of ~Fj d ~F i = 12ij ~Fk d ~Fk .
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Since the action (4.8) is invariant under  Q(") as well as all the other 6D su-
perconformal transformations with z-independent parameters, it gives, after xing
the gauges of Ma5, Si and Ka, an action invariant under the 5D supersymmetry
transformation Q(") given by Eq. (2.21). The invariance under the central charge
transformation Z also follows from the [Q; Q] algebra (2.46) and the invariance
under all transformations other than Z .
The action (4.8) contains an innite number of copies of the hypermultiplets.
However, we can compactify the z-direction to a Torus of radius R and Fourier





c (x) cos(nz=R) + 
(n)
s (x) sin(nz=R)). Then, clearly, each set
of components (n)c or 
(n)
s with a label n separately gives a 5D hypermultiplet
closed under the 5D supersymmetry transformation, and moreover, the multiplets
with dierent labels n are also separated in the action (4.8), which is (homogeneously)
quadratic in , as a result of the conservation of momentum pz = n=R. The cosine
and sine modes with same label n are mixing with each other in the terms containing
@z in the action. Therefore we can retain only the modes with an arbitrary single
label n consistently with the invariance. The terms containing no @z give the same
forms of kinetic terms for the cosine (n)c and sine 
(n)
s modes (actually independent





Since the mass square is m2 = (n=R)2 and R is a free parameter, the kinetic terms
and the mass terms give separately invariant actions. Thus, taking also account of
the overall rescaling of the hypermultiplet by factor −1=2, we rst nd the action
formula for the kinetic terms for the hypermultiplet, which takes the same form as





Ai dC 0 i + 2( − i  iγAi )dΓ 0
−gzz(−1Fi − @zAi )d(−1F i − @zAi)
}
: (4.11)
where the prime on C 0 i and Γ
0
 is a reminder that @z terms in them are omitted
although they vanish automatically because the elds are now z-independent 5D
ones. The mass terms, as they stand, are the transition mass terms between the
two hypermultiplets c and 

s , (suppressing the label n). However, if there is
a symmetric G-invariant tensor  = , then we can reduce them to a single
hypermultiplet by imposing a constraint
s = (d
−1)γγc : (4.12)
This constraint is consistent with the G-invariance and hence with the supersymme-
try. The terms containing @z in the action (4.8) have the form @z which yields
after substituting (x; z) = c (x) cos(nz=R) + s (x) sin(nz=R), performing the














Using this rule and collecting the @z terms in the action (4.8), we nd the action
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where D is the covariant derivative with respect to the homogeneous transforma-
tions Mab; D; U ij ;G. The action formulas (4.11) and (4.14) are written still using
the 6D notations (for, in particular, the spinors and covariant derivatives) and are
generally valid independently of the choice of the Ma5, Si and Ka gauge-xing con-
ditions. More explicit expressions for them, valid in the present gauge-xing and
completely written in 5D notations, will be given in the forthcoming paper. 18)
§5. Embedding and invariant action formulas
5.1. Embedding formulas
We now give some embedding formulas that gives a (known type of) multiplet
using a (set of) multiplet(s). Before that, we rst make an important remark that
there is a vector submultiplet in our 5D Weyl multiplet.
When going down to 5D from 6D, there appeared a new set of elds A;  5; 
from the fth spatial components of vielbein and Rarita-Schwinger elds in 6D. It is
natural to wonder if they might give a submultiplet in the 5D Weyl multiplet. Indeed
this suspicion is conrmed armatively and we can easily check that the gravi-photon
A and  = ez5 have the same transformation law with the usual matter U(1) vector
multiplet with the identication:
(W; M; Ωi; Y ij) = (A; ; 0; 0): (5.1)
We suspect that  5 would have appeared as the Ω component of this multiplet if
the  5 were not set to zero as the S gauge-xing. We refer to this vector multiplet
‘central charge vector multiplet’.
Now we give an embedding formula of the vector multiplets V A into a linear
multiplet. The index A labels the generators ftAg of the gauge group G which is
generally non-simple. This formula exists for arbitrary polynomials f(M) of the rst
components MA of V A as far as the degree of f is two or less:
f(M) = f0 + f0AMA + 12f0ABM
AMB : (5.2)
For such a polynomial f , we can identify the following linear multiplet:
Lij = −2ftij + fAY ijA − ifAB ΩiAΩjB











γ G(W )A − 1
2
/^DMA + Y A
)
ΩiB
Ea = D^b(4fvab + fAGab(W )A + ifAB ΩAγabΩB)
−ifA ΩAγabcR^bc(Q) + 142 fabcdeF^ bc(A)F^ de(A)








−2igfA[ Ω; γaΩ]A − 2igfAB ΩAγa[M;Ω]B + gfA[M; D^aM ]A
N = −4f(C + 4tijtji)
+fA
(
−D^aD^aMA − 2Gab(W )Avab + 12Gab(W )AF^ ab(A) + 4tijY j iA






G(W )A G(W )B − 1
2
D^aMAD^aMB − Y iAj Y jBi + 2i ΩA /^DΩB
+ i
2
ΩAγ F^ (A)ΩB − i ΩAγ vΩB + 2i ΩAγiΩBjtij
)
; (5.3)
where the commutator [X;Y ]A means [X;Y ]AtA  XBXC [tB ; tC ], and f  f(M),
fA  @f
@MA




When the transformation of the lowest component Lij of a linear multiplet takes the
form 2i"(i’j), then, the supersymmetry algebra (2.46) demands that all the other
higher components must uniquely transform in the form as given in Eq. (3.5) and
that the constraint (3.6) should hold. Therefore, in order to identify all the above
components of the linear multiplet, we have only to examine the transformation law
up to the second component ’i, since the supersymmetry algebra is guaranteed to
hold on any functions of the vector multiplet elds. The transformation laws of the
rest components Ea and N as well as the constraint are automatic and need not be
checked.
We also tried this embedding for more general function f(M), but could not
satisfy already the rst component transformation form Lij = 2i"(i’j). So, proba-
bly, this embedding is impossible for functions other than the polynomial f(M) of
degree two.
In the above derivation we have assumed that the coecients f0; f0A; f0AB are
constants. But actually f(M) should carry Weyl weight w = 2. So f0; f0A; f0AB
in fact take the forms const.(2; ; 1), respectively. This is consistent since  is
covariantly constant and Q invariant.
If f(M) is G-invariant, the above linear multiplet does not carry any charge.
Then, it must be possible to rewrite the embedded Ea component into the form
(3.8) in terms of an antisymmetric tensor gauge eld E . We can indeed nd










 − 13gWA [W; W]B): (5.5)
We next consider to construct a linear multiplet from the product of two hy-
permultiplets (Ai; ; F i) and (A0i;  0; F 0i). This possibility is suggested by the
N = 2 d = 4 superconformal tensor calculus. 17) Actually we nd almost the same
form of formula to hold:
Lij = A(iA0j)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’i = 
(










Ai(gM  A0i) +A0i(gM  Ai)
)
− 2tijAiA0j − 2i 0
}
;(
(gM  Ai)  (G(M) + Z())Ai = gMAi + Fi
)
; (5.6)
where  is an arbitrary G-covariant tensor. For instance, if  is proportional
to the generator matrices (tA) = γ(tA)γ , then, this linear multiplet becomes
to belong adjoint representation of G. Note that even in the case when  is
a G-invariant tensor, this linear multiplet still carries a U(1) charge, i.e., variant
under the Z transformation; e.g., Z()Lij = 12
(F iA0j + AiF 0j ). For this
linear multiplet, therefore, the ‘group action terms’ like gMLij appearing in the
supersymmetry transformation law (3.5) should be understood to contain not only
the usual gauge group G action but also the central charge Z action; that is, noting
that the vector multiplet associated with the central charge is the multiplet (5.1),
gM action should be understood to be gM  G(M) + Z(), the same action as
on Ai in the above.
5.2. Invariant action formulas
An invariant action formula exists for the product of a vector multiplet and
a linear multiplet in 6D as given in Eq. (B.20). It leads directly to the following
invariant action formula in 5D:
e−1LVL = Y ijLij + 2i Ω’+ 2i  iaγaΩjLij
− 1
2
Wa(Ea − 2i  bγba’+ 2i  ibγabc jcLij)
+ 1
2
M(N − 2i  bγb’− 2i  ibγab jcLij): (5.7)
As in 6D, this 5D action is invariant if the vector multiplet is abelian and the linear
multiplet carries no gauge group charges or is charged only under the abelian group
of this vector multiplet. When the linear multiplet carries no charges at all, the
constrained vector eld Ea can be replaced by the unconstrained anti-symmetric
tensor gauge eld E as shown in Ea:(3.8), using which the second line of the
above action (5.7) can be rewritten, up to a total derivative, into
− 1
2
eWa(Ea − 2i  bγba’+ 2i  ibγabc jcLij) ! + 14F(W )E : (5.8)
In our ve dimension, this formula also leads to a simpler and more useful
invariant action formula. That is, we have a special vector multiplet (5.1) in 5D
which we called central charge vector multiplet. We can apply the above formula
(5.7) to this vector multiplet and then we obtain
(e)−1LL = N − 2i  bγb’− 2i  ibγab jcLij − 1Aa(Ea − 2i  bγba’+ 2i  ibγabc jcLij):
(5.9)
We may call this linear multiplet action formula, and essentially the same formula
was found by Zucker. 9) Again, when the linear multiplet carries no charges at all,
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the above rewriting (5.8) is of course possible and the formula becomes extremely
simple:
LL = e(N − 2i  bγb’− 2i  ibγab jcLij) + 12F(A)E : (5.10)
These action formulas can be used to write the action for a general matter-
Yang-Mills system coupled to gravity. If we use the above embedding formula (5.3)
of vector multiplets into linear multiplet and apply the last linear multiplet formula
(5.10), then we will obtain a general Yang-Mills-supergravity action. If we use the
‘hypermultiplethypermultiplet!linear multiplet’ formula (5.6) and apply the linear
multiplet action formula (5.9), then we will obtain the action for a general hypermul-
tiplet matter system.) The kinetic term for the hypermultiplet (Ai; ; F i) can be
obtained if, when using the formula (5.6), we take the central-charge transformed
one Z(Ai; ; F i) as (A0i;  0; F 0i). The mass term can be obtained by choosing
(A0i;  0; F 0i) = (Ai; ; F i) and a symmetric tensor . It is interesting to see
that these formulas give the same hypermultiplet actions as those which we have
independently derived from 6D action in x4.
§6. Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we have derived the supergravity tensor calculus in ve dimensions
by dimensional reduction from the known superconformal tensor calculus in six di-
mensions. Our 5D supergravity tensor calculus results from the latter by xing the
gauges of Ma5, Si and Ka symmetries, and so it retains the supersymmetry Qi,
the local Lorentz Mab, the dilatation D and the gauge symmetries of SU(2) Uij ,
central charge Z and a group G transformations. We have derived supersymmetry
transformation laws for the vector multiplet, linear multiplet, nonlinear multiplet
and hypermultiplet. In particular, we have made the hypermultiplet o-shell which
existed only as an on-shell multiplet in 6D.
Moreover we have given invariant action formulas and multiplet-embedding for-
mulas, which will become useful when constructing a general matter-gauge eld
system coupled to supergravity. Some of those formulas are derived directly from
the 6D formula by dimensional reduction, but others are particular to the present
ve dimensions.
The presence of the dilatation D in our calculus is extremely useful because
it makes trivial to obtain the canonical form of the Einstein and Rarita-Schwinger
terms. Usually, when we write a general system of the matter and gauge elds
coupled to supergravity, the Einstein and Rarita-Schwinger terms in the resultant
action have a non-trivial function of elds as their common coecient. But if we
have the dilation symmetry, the coecient function can be put to be one simply as
a gauge xing of the D symmetry. 12)
In this respect, it might have been better not to x the Si supersymmetry either,
since the Si symmetry could be used to eliminate the mixing of the Rarita-Schwinger
) Actually these two actions for vector multiplets and hypermultiplets separately do not give
a consistent supergravity action but do when combined. See the forthcoming paper. 18)
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and matter fermions. 12) But, we have chosen to x Si by  z = 0 in this paper to
avoid complications in the dimensional reduction. As the price, we will need to do
some eld redenitions to eliminate the fermion mixing. It is also interesting to
note that it was actually possible even not to x the gauge at all (even Ma5 gauge)
in the course of dimensional reduction (i.e., making all the elds z-independent).
Then the resultant 5D theory would have full 6D superconformal symmetry aside
the point that the 6D GC transformation reduces to the 5D GC transformation plus
the central charge transformation. It is interesting because there seems no (global)
superconformal group in 5D.
By using the formulas given in this paper, it is now easy to write down such a
general matter-gauge eld system coupled to supergravity. To obtain such super-
gravity actions in the superconformal framework, we generally need compensating
multiplets 19); 16) in addition to the 40+40 supergravity Weyl multiplet. Our ve
dimensional theory does not have full superconformal symmetries, but it has the
same size of Weyl multiplet and shares the common properties with the supercon-
formal theory. Dierent choice of compensating multiplets lead to dierent o-shell
formulation of supergravities. In the N = 2, d = 4 superconformal case, there were
three possibilities for the compensator. The rst is to use a nonlinear multiplet, 20)
the second a hypermultiplet 20) and the third a linear multiplet. 21) In d = 6 case,
only the third possibility was possible as described in BSVP. On the other hand,
here in our 5D case, all the three possibilities are possible. The rst possibility was
already done by Zucker in his tensor calculus framework. However our experience in
N = 1 22) and N = 2 17) in d = 4 shows that the second possibility is the most useful
choice for constructing the most general matter (hypermultiplet) system as well as
for studying the symmetries. We shall do this task explicitly in the forthcoming
paper. 18)
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Appendix A
Conventions and Useful identities
Throughout this paper we use ab = diag(+;−;−;−;−) as the Lorentz metric,
which is dierent from that of BSVP but is more familiar to phenomenologists.
According to this metric, the 4 4 Dirac γ-matrices γa in 5D satisfy as usual
γaγb + γbγa = 2ab; (γa)y = abγb: (A.1)
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We use the multi-index γ-matrices dened by




(−1)pγa1γa2    γan ; (A.2)
where [    ] attached to the indices generally implies the complete antisymmetriza-
tion with weight one. Similarly (    ) is used for complete symmetrization with
weight one. We choose the Dirac matrices to satisfy
γa1a5 = a1a5 ; 01234 = 1 (A.3)





a1anb1b5−nγb1b5−n ; Sn =
{
+1 for n = 0; 1; 4; 5
−1 for n = 2; 3
(A.4)
The charge conjugation matrix C in 5D has the properties:
CT = −C; CyC = 1; CγaC−1 = γTa : (A.5)
Our spinors carry SU(2)-index i (i = 1; 2) of Uij . This index is generally raised or
lowered by using the  symbol ij = ij = i(2)ij :
 i = ij j ;  i =  jij: (A.6)
[Note that the contraction of the SU(2) indices is always done according to northwest-
to-southeast convention.] All our 5D spinors satisfy the SU(2)-Majorana condition:
 i  ( i)yγ0 = ( i)TC: (A.7)
When SU(2) indices are suppressed in a bilinear terms of spinors, the northwest-to-
southeast contraction of the SU(2) indices is implied:
 γ(n)   iγ(n)i; (A.8)
The following symmetry of spinor bilinear terms is important:
γ(n) = tn  γ(n); tn =
{
+1 for n = 2; 3
−1 for n = 0; 1; 4; 5 (A.9)
If the SU(2) indices are not contracted, the sign become opposite.
We often use the Fierz identity which reads in 5D:




(jγa i)γa + 18(
jγab i)γab: (A.10)
An important identity can be proved by using this Fierz identity: an antisymmetric
trilinear in spinors  1;2;3 satises
γa i[1(  2γa 3])−  i[1(  2 3]) = 0: (A.11)
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Table III. The coecients Cdn,m in the formula Eq. (A.14) for d = 5 and 6 cases.
d = 5 m = 1 m = 2
n = 0 5 −20
n = 1 −3 −4
n = 2 1 4
n = 3 1 4
d = 6 m = 1 m = 2 m = 3
n = 0 6 −30 −120
n = 1 −4 −10 0
n = 2 2 2 24
n = 3 0 6 0
From this identity and by the help of Fierz identity again when necessary, various
identities are derivable and used when proving, e.g., the invariance of the action.
Two examples are
2 aj(  ibγ




abc jd] = 0: (A.12)
[Six dimensional analogues to these can actually be found more easily, from which
one could derive these by dimensional reduction.]
A useful formula in treating the SU(2) indices is
Aij = − 1
2





where A  Aii and ASij  A(ik)"kj. Often used is the following formula for γ12n





Cdn;m = (−1)[d=2]+nmm! fCoecient of xm in (1 + x)d−n(1− x)ng: (A.14)
More explicit numerals for Cdn;m in d = 5 and 6 cases are given in Table IV.
Appendix B
6D superconformal tensor calculus and dictionary
Since our notations and, in particular, metric convention are dierent from
BSVP, we here recapitulate in our notations BSVP’s results of 6D superconformal
tensor calculus for the parts we need in this paper. For readers’ convenience we cite
here a dictionary between BSVP and our notations in Table IV. In this appendix,
we omit the underlines to indicate the six dimensional quantities.
The local superconformal tensor calculus is constructed generally by deforming
the Yang-Mills theory based on the superconformal group. In 6D the superconformal
group is OSp(6; 2j1) whose generators are given in Eq. (2.1), and the algebra is
deformed by imposing the following three constraints on the curvatures:
R^
a(P ) = 0
R^
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@µ @µ or −@µ
ab −ab
γa −iγa or iγa
γa@a  /@ −iγa@a = −i/@
γ7 = iγ1γ2γ3γ4γ5γ6 γ7 = γ0γ1γ2γ3γ4γ5
"abcdef ("123456 = +1) −i"abcdef or −i"abcdef ("012345 = +1)
Superconformal generators XA
Pm; Q; D; Km Pµ; (1=2)Q; D; −Kµ
Mmn; U ; S Mµν ; (1=2)U ; (1=2)S
Gauge elds hAµ (the same rules for R
A
µν and transformation parameters "
A)




µ ; 2 µ; bµ; −fmµ
!mnµ ; V
ij








Table V. Weyl multiplet
eld type restrictions SU(2) Weyl-weight
eµ
a boson sechsbein 1 −1
 iµ fermion γ7 
i
µ = + 
i
µ 2 − 12




µ = −V µij 3 0
bµ boson real 1 0
T−abc boson T
−
abc = − 16 abcdefT
−def 1 1
i fermion γ7
i = +i 2
3
2
D boson real 1 2
dependent gauge elds
!µ
ab boson spin connection 1 0
iµ fermion γ7
i
µ = −iµ 2 12
fµ
a boson real 1 1
Note that R^(X) is covariant curvatures of the resultant algebra but not of the
original superconformal group.
B.1. The Weyl multiplet
As mentioned in Eq. (2.3), the d = 6 Weyl multiplet consists of 40 Bose plus 40
Fermi elds whose properties are summarized in Table 1. The M , K and S gauge
elds !ab; fa ; i become dependent elds by the constraints (B.1). For example,
the spin connection is written as follows by solving the rst constraint R^a(P ) = 0:
! ab = !
0 ab
 + i(2  γ
[a b] +  aγ b)− 2e [a bb]
!0 ab  −2e[a@[e b]] + e[aeb]ec@ec: (B.2)
The gauge elds of the Weyl multiplet transform under the Q;S;K transfor-
mation   "iQi + iSi + aKKa  Q(") + S() + K(K) as
ea = −2i"γa 
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 i = D"i + ieaγai − 124γabcT−abcγ"i
!
ab = −4[aKeb] + 2"γab + 2γab 
−2i"γ[aR^b](Q)− i"γR^ab(Q) + i6e[a"γb]− 2i"γc T−abc
b = −2aKea − 2" + 2  − i12 "γ
V
ij = −8"(ij) − 8(i j) − i3 "(iγj)
i = Di + ifaγa"i + iaKγa i − i16(γabγ − 12γγab)R^abij(U)"j
− i
96
( /^DγabcT−abc)γ"i + 112γai"γa ; (B.3)
where the derivative D is covariant only with respect to the homogeneous trans-
formations Mab; D; Uij (and G for non-singlet elds under Yang-Mills group G).
Those homogeneous (i.e., Weyl weight w = 0) transformations Mab; D; Uij are
self-evident from the index structure carried by the elds; our conventions are
M ()a = abb; M () = 14
abγab ( : spinor);
U ()i = ijj ! U ()i = ijj = −ijj ;
G(t) = t; D() = w (w : Weyl weight of ): (B.4)
The Q; S; K transformation law of the ‘matter multiplet’ is
T−abc = − i8 "γdeγabcR^de(Q) + 7i48 "γabc
i = 1
4
(D^γabcT−abc)γ"i + 34γabR^ab(U)ij"j + 12D"i + iγabcT−abci
D = −2i"γaD^a− 4: (B.5)
The algebra (2.23) of these transformations is given explicitly by
[Q("1); Q("2)] = P (2i"1γ"2) + M (2i"1γc"2T−abc)
+S(− 112("1γ"2)γi)− K( i2("1γb"2)D^cT−abc + i24 ("1γa"2)D)
[S(); Q(")] = D(−2") + M (2"γab) + U (−8"(ij))
[S(1); S(2)] = K(2i1γa2): (B.6)
This algebra can be read directly from the structure functions which appear in the
transformation laws (B.3) of the Weyl multiplet gauge elds (Cf. Eq. (2.25)).
B.2. The vector multiplet
The vector multiplet components are summarized in Table VI and they are
all Lie-algebra valued; e.g., W represents the matrix W = WA (tA) where
tA are the (anti-hermitian) generators of a gauge group G. The Q; S; K gauge
transformation law is
W = −2i"γΩ
Ωi = − 1
4
γ  F^ (W )"i − Y ij"j
Y ij = 2i"(i /^DΩj) + 4(iΩj); (B.7)
where the covariant eld strength is F^(W )  F(W )+ 4i  [γ]Ω with F(W ) 
2@[W] − g[W; W ], and D^ is covariant also with respect G.
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Table VI. Matter multiplets
elds type restrictions SU(2) Weyl-weight
Vector multiplet
Wµ boson Yang-Mills gauge boson 1 0
Ωi fermion γ7Ω




ij = Y ji = −Y ij 3 2
Linear multiplet
Lij boson Lij = Lji = −(Lij) 3 4
i fermion γ7
i = −i 2 9
2





 = −iα; iααi = ij ; αi iβ = αβ 2 0
i fermion γ7
i = −i 2 1
2
Va boson real 1 1
Hypermultiplet
Aiα boson Aiα = "ijAβj βα = −(Aαi ) 2 2
α fermion γ7α = −α 1 52
B.3. The linear multiplet
The linear multiplet consists of the components shown in Table VI and they may
generally carry non-Abelian charge. Their Q; S; K transformation rules are
Lij = 2"(i’j)
’i = −i /^DLij"j + i2γa"iEa − 8Lijj
Ea = 2"γabD^b’− 112 "γaγ T−’− 23 i"iγajLij
−10iγa’− 4ig"iγaΩjLij: (B.8)
Closure of the algebra requires the following Q- and S-invariant constraint:
D^aEa + 12 ’+ 4g Ω’+ 2gY ijLij = 0: (B.9)
B.4. The nonlinear multiplet
The nonlinear multiplet consists of the components shown in Table VI. Their
Q; S; K transformation rules are
i = 2"
(ij)j





Va = 2"γabD^b+ i3 "γa− "γaγbVb − 112 "γaγ T−
−2"iγai /^Dj j + 4ig"iγaΩjji − 2iγa− 8Ka (B.10)
Closure of the algebra requires the following Q-, S-, K-invariant constraint:
D^aVa + 13D − 12V aVa + D^aiD^ai + 2i /^D− 56 − i6 γ T−
+2iii /^Dj j − 2gYijij − 8giΩjji = 0(B.11)
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B.5. Hypermultiplet
The hypermultiplet in 6D is an on-shell multiplet consisting of scalars Ai and
positive chiral spinors . They carry the index  (= 1; 2;    ; 2r) of a gauge group
G, which is raised or lowered by using a G-invariant tensor  (and  with









 =  ;  = ( 0 1−1 0
)
: (B.12)
The scalar eld Ai carries also the superconformal SU(2) index i and satises a
realty condition
Ai = "ijAj  = −(Ai ); Ai = (Ai); (B.13)
so that Ai can be identied with r quaternions ql  q0l +iq1l +jq2l +kq3l (l = 1;    ; r);
indeed, by the above reality, the l-th 2  2 matrix (Ai=2l−1; Ai=2l) can be written
in the form q0l 12 + iq
1
l 1 + iq
2
l 2 + iq
3
l 3 with Pauli matrices 1;2;3. Thus the group
G acting on the the hypermultiplet should be a subgroup of GL(r;Q):
G(t)Ai = gtAi ; G(t)Ai = g(t)Ai = −gtAi;
t
  γtγ = −(t): (B.14)
The Q and S transformations of the hypermultiplet are given by
Ai = 2"i;  = i /^DAj "j + 4Aj j : (B.15)
With these rules, the superconformal algebra (B.6) is not realized on :
[Q("1); Q("2)] = (RHS of Eq. (B.6)) + γaΓ ("1γa"2); (B.16)
and, therefore, Γ = 0 should be an equation of motion for  for the algebra to close
on-shell. This fermionic non-closure function Γ closes under the superconformal
transformations together with its bosonic partner Ci :
Γ  −i /^D − 1
3
Aj j + i12γ  T− − 2gΩi Ai ;
Ci  (−D^aD^a + 16D)Ai + 16 i + 4g Ω i  − 2gY ij Aj; (B.17)
Γ = −Ci "i + iγγaΓ ("γa );
Ci = −2i"i /^DΓ − 2(  iγa j )("jγaΓ) + 4iΓ; (B.18)
where, since the algebra does not close on Γ either, the covariant derivative D^
acting on Γ is dened, slightly dierently from the usual denition (2.24), to be
D^Γ = DΓ + Ci  i − 12 iγγaΓ(  γa ); (B.19)
so that D^Γ becomes really covariant.
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B.6. Invariant action formulas
The following action for the product of a vector multiplet and a linear multiplet,
e−1LVL = Y ijLij + 2 Ω’+ 2i  ai γaΩjLij
− 1
2
Wa(Ea − 2  bγba’+ 2i  ibγabc jcLij); (B.20)
is superconformal invariant if the vector multiplet is abelian and the linear multiplet
carries no gauge group charges or is charged only under the abelian group of the
above vector multiplet.
The invariant action for the hypermultiplet, which gives as the equations of
motion the required on-shell closure condition Γ = 0 as well as its bosonic partner
Ci = 0, is given by
e−1L = Ai dCi + 2( − i  iγAi )dΓ: (B.21)
Here d is a G-invariant hermitian tensor satisfying
(d) = d; d = −d (d  dγγ);
tγdγ
 + dγ(tγ) = 0: (B.22)
It is shown in [12] that eld redenitions can simultaneously bring  in the standard







: (p; q : evenj: (B.23)
This property and the condition (B.14) implies that the gauge group G should be a
subgroup of USp(p; q).
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